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100 ENGLISH LESSONS  

Recycle now (1)

Rubbish is killing the planet. Rubbish kills animals. Rubbish could kill YOU. 
 Every time you throw something away, you are attacking the planet you 
live on. That item is no longer useful, it ends up in land!ll, incinerated or 
contaminates the environment in some other way. If you recycle it instead, 
it can be recovered and become material for a new product, and it doesn’t 
become rubbish that has to be disposed of.
 The problem is urgent. Humans are producing too much rubbish. 
We produce so much synthetic waste that we are running out of space 
to dispose of it without contaminating the environment.
 Using recycled materials reduces the amount of material we take from the 
environment through mining, tree-felling, drilling for oil and so on – and so 
reduces the energy used in these processes.
 Recycling can also bene!t business and industry. The cost of recovering 
raw materials from waste is far less than the cost of making new ones.
 Does reducing home waste really make a difference? Yes – it certainly does. 
Between 60 and 75 per cent of all synthetic waste from homes can be usefully 
recycled. The more we recycle, the more resources are available for reusing 
these materials, and this means less energy used for waste disposal.
 Why should you care if you’re paying council tax towards waste 
collection? Think about it: you pay national insurance for health care, but 
you still care about your health! It’s the same idea: we need to realise that 
caring for the environment is our personal responsibility, just like caring for 
our own health and safety.
 Is recycling is too much effort? Is it just for ‘green fanatics’? No! There is 
now an enormous amount of evidence that shows that synthetic waste 
contaminates the environment and threatens our health, weather patterns 
and planetary eco-systems. There is a real concern among scientists that 
waste contamination and its by-products contribute to global warming and 
climate change, all of which harm wildlife and the crops that keep us alive.
 Is recycled rubbish being used properly or just dumped with all the other 
waste? Find out from your local council’s recycling of!cer where the different 
items and materials go and how they are used.
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Recycle now (2)

 Are you ‘too busy’ to recycle? Most local councils collect waste for recycling 
from the kerbside. They even provide a box or bin and printed information 
or websites that list what you can recycle and how to separate items so that 
there is no contamination. 
 Do you think it would cost you too much to recycle? Recycling from 
home is free! It will cost you a little time, because you usually need to wash, 
separate and store items for collection or, if you don’t get kerbside collections, 
you might have to take them to a recycling centre. But the time is well spent. 
Imagine if everyone did this throughout the country! It would reduce land!ll 
waste contamination by a huge amount. 
 Every individual’s efforts count because the biggest, most powerful 
changes come from changes in the habits and attitudes of ordinary people. 
Becoming environmentally aware and responsible is no longer an option for 
the few. If we want to save our world from an environmental catastrophe we 
must all act now – and together. This is the only way to send a clear message 
to politicians and decision makers that we need change.


